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Overview
Last week I wrote the market seemed to be in a tricky spot. I didn’t disappoint. We started the week off strong, but faded Thursday and ended Friday ugly, down
almost 3% resulting in a basically unchanged week (SPY) with lots of chop. I still feel the easy money has been made in the rally off the lows. Bases seem to be
wide and lose. Many names are failing as they attempt to breakout. However, others are holding their breakout pivots well. Some are approaching buy points. It’s a
market of stocks, and picking them well is critical.
Personal Note: Why am I doing this? I started my twitter handle to post option flow analysis. While I still watch the flow carefully, breaking it down and creating a
coherent stream became burdensome, time consuming, and with little real reward. There are many handles who post great option flow work. Some are paid, some
are free, many are good. I personally found less and less value in my life sitting in front of the screens all day posting option flow. Breaking it down for my personal
use was tremendously easier then preparing for public consumption. I have also always been a position/swing trader, trying to get the most out of the markets
without feeling tied to my computer.
I enjoy trying to catch the larger moves in the market. I am using this twitter feed, and these little market reports as notes to myself (and you if there is any value to
be had) as a means to organize my thoughts and try to enter positions at good entries that might lead to large gains over extended periods time. These are the names I
will trade if they trigger… Setup + Trigger = Trade, then you manage it ( I stole that from Carolyn Boroden- @fibonacciqueen)
What's included?
• Quick recap of SPY
• Long until proven wrong
• Leading Industry Groups and some names from those groups to flip through
• Miners take the lead- AU interesting back test of recent breakout zone, many other names flagging well
• Leader List Updated- Looking for entries in the strongest stocks
• PETS QDEL SHOP SGEN LVGO FNV MOH DOCU CHWY OKTA SE CABO TDOC NFLX
• Names approaching highs or pivot points with some charts included
• COUP SWCH TEAM TW CABO SE GMAB SMAR AUDC AU SAM BAND MSFT CMG NOW
• Recap of previous week posted trades and Performance
• VRTX, TDOC
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Leader List
Continue to monitor for additional adds in existing positions and new buy on continuation pivots or retracements

Names approaching new highs or pivots

Additional Names to watch for continuing chart development
MSFT- Subdued earnings reaction, working on handle of cup base. Looking for high volume move through 180 pivot for entry
CMG- Strong move off earnings, consolidating below previous high for 6 tight days. Look for move through Livermore pivot of 900 with increased volume for entry
NOW- Strong move off earnings with increased volume, printing small inside day Friday below recent high of 362.95. Watching break of 360 on volume for entry.

AudioCodes (AUDC)
Under the radar WFH name saw
a solid breakout last week and
continuation. After earnings, the
stock rallied on 420% above
average volume and ended the
week right at the highs on 173%
increased volume.
Sales are a little on the light side
for me personally, but its hard not
to recognize the trend and
volume pattern in this name.
Below is a snipit from their last
earnings call.

“We continued to enjoy good
business momentum in
the quarter in both the enterprise
and the service providers’ space”
“On a positive note, we have
seen increased market activity
and demand in two of our leading
business activities: the Microsoft
Teams application for UCaaS and
the rapidly growing trend of
work-from-home (WFH).
Revenue related to MS Teams
ecosystem grew above 80% year
over year, and newly created
opportunities more than doubled
year over year.”

New Posted Position
This one might be too
obvious to workout. I like
the theme of the trade (TeleHealth) and the weekly chart
is still showing strong RS.
The daily chart is what
caught my eye. I like the
pullback close to the 50 day
moving average and
Fibonacci support with a
hammer on Thursday and
continued strength on Friday
in a very weak market. If the
trend continues higher, this
could be a good place to start
a new trade. If it breaks
below the 50 day, I will be
out.

New Posted Position
VRTX did not have the best
action after their earnings
last week, but the number
were pretty solid. It is also
in a strong industry group
and recently broke out.
What caught my eye was
the backtest into the
previous breakout zone and
strength on Friday in a very
weak market.
Placing my stock below the
50 day moving average and
seeing if the breakout area
holds and the trend resumes
to new highs.

